Open ERP

Open ERP that is way ahead of all traditional ERPs
HTC’s Odoo Center of Excellence (CoE) custom
develops,
implements,
and
provides
post
implementation support and enhancement services for
the Odoo based Open ERP solution. HTC’s Odoo
based Open ERP is a comprehensive suite of
integrated business applications built using open
source technologies that reduces the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) for customers.

HTC’s Odoo based open ERP is currently available
with the following modules:

The use of Odoo is rapidly increasing globally due to its
flexibility, adaptability, modularity, usability, and low
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

Recruitment - automates and simplifies the entire
recruitment process of finding, attracting, assessing,
interviewing, hiring and onboarding candidates

Human
Resources
empowers
planning,
development, and administering policies and programs
for the efficient use of human resources and effectively
maintain their working relationship with the organization
by taking care of the organization's business goals and
career aspirations of the human resources

Reimagine technology to accelerate your business

Resources - permits efficient and effective deployment
and allocation of resources according to requirements
with appropriate planning, allocation, and scheduling as
it impacts schedules and budgets as well as resource
leveling and smoothing
Timesheet - enables quick and easy entry of timesheet
details along with appropriate review and approval
mechanisms for efficient calculation of efforts and costs
Leave - permits defining employee leave types,
enables availing and approving leave, viewing leave
entitlement‚ balance‚ and history
Employee Performance Appraisal - systematic
evaluation of employees' performance to understand
the employees' capabilities for enabling career growth
Employee Exit - manages the entire processes related
to voluntary resignation of employees, termination of
employees through layoff / dismissal / contract
employment
Project - manages the entire scope of tasks from
project inception to closure with focus on process
compliance
Finance and Accounts - manages the process of
recording, summarizing, and reporting of financial
transactions over a period of time and preparing
transaction summaries / financial statements (balance
sheet, income statement, cash flow statement
summarizing the organization's operating performance
for the specific period)

Travel - manages employees' travel requirements in
compliance with the organizations' travel policies,
procedures, guidelines, and eligibility criteria
Reimbursement-manages settlement / reimbursement
of travel expenses according to employees' eligibility
criteria
Purchase and Stores / Materials Management coordinates planning, sourcing, purchasing, moving,
storing, and controlling materials in an optimum manner
enabling the organization to provide customers service
at pre-decided levels at minimum cost
Sales - manages the development of the sales force,
formulation and implementation of sales strategies,
coordinating sales operations, and implementing sales
techniques to enable meeting and exceeding the sales
targets
CRM - permits managing, organizing, tracking, and
storing customer data and customer interactions
information throughout the customers' lifecycle with the
goal of improving business relationships with
customers, assisting customer retention, and driving
sales growth
HTC’s Odoo based Open ERP is available as a web
based solution and also in the cloud.
HTC’s quest for continuous improvement provides
endless opportunities to improve by incorporating new
features / modules, optimizing effective customization,
and providing better user experience.

Payroll Process - manages the entire payroll process,
salary disbursement, and income tax routines
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